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As featured in The Bathroom, by The Pottery Barn, copyright Weldon Owen.



3510/1
Wall mounted bath-shower mixer with handshower and cradle
in pewter finish
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What makes a manufacturer different?  Some would say
it’s attention to detail. Here at Perrin & Rowe, we’d
certainly agree with that. Almost unique in the brassware
sector, we control every key stage of production from
concept to completion. That includes managing our own
plating. Every item is initially plated in nickel and then
chrome, if required. Pewter, shown above, is created by
our team of skilled polishers gently sanding nickel fittings
by hand until a perfectly soft, semi-matt appearance is
achieved.

BATH AND

BATH-SHOWER MIXERS
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As featured in Timeless Living, The Netherlands.
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As chosen by Sofitel St James, Waterloo Place, London.
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Part of a crescent of showers at Sandy Lane, Barbados.







A gentle, relaxing rainfall or a rejuvenating, torrential rapidè of water? Perhaps it’s both
or perhaps it’s those little extras – a rainbar, handshower or bodyjet, that make all the
difference to you. 

Perrin & Rowe showers aren’t prescriptive. So whatever your showering vision, our wide
range of easy clean showerheads, valves and accessories mean you can virtually
design your own shower.  

Just indulge your imagination.

SHOWER SOLUTIONS
What’s your idea of a great shower?
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5204
12 Inch Rose

5205
8 Inch Rose

5206
5 Inch Rose

5580
Rain Bar

5535
Sliding Rail
with Shut Off

5570
Body Spray

5544
Parking Bracket

5383
Riser Diverter, Handshower, Hose,
Sliding Bracket and Wall Stay
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TRADITIONAL COLLECTION } SHOWER SOLUTIONS

5550
Exposed Thermostatic Shower Mixer
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Perrin & Rowe showers are thermostatically controlled by a highly accurate wax cartridge. A pre–set,
maximum temperature of 38ºC minimises the danger of a shower being too hot, or worse, scalding
and  in the unlikely event of your hot or cold water supplies failing, a shut off device will
automatically activate. 

Shower valves are available as concealed or exposed designs; choose an exposed valve for
maximum impact, statement showering where space is no object.  For smaller showering areas, opt
for a concealed valve with an octangonal plate, where the valve’s pipework is hidden in your
bathroom wall. 

5555
Concealed Thermostatic Shower Mixer

Thermostatic Shower Mixers are also
available with crosshead handles

Maximum impact, maximum safety
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AQUABRASS 
AQUADESIGN
AMERICAN STANDARD
AQUAMASSAGE
AXOR HANSGROHE
BAIN ULTRA
BLANCO
CABANO
CATALANO
CAML TOMLIN
DECOTEC 
DISEGNO
DORNBRACHT
DURAVIT
FAIRMONT
FAP CERAMICHE
FLEURCO
FRANKE
GRAFF
GROHE
HANSGROHE
HORUS ART
IRIS SAVOIA
JADO
JULIEN
KINDRED 
KOHLER
KOS
KWC
LAUFEN
MAXX
MOEN
NEPTUNE
NORTESCO
PERRIN & ROWE
PORCELANOSA
PORCHER
RAK CERAMICS
RIOBEL
RUBINET
STONEPEAK
TOTO
VANICO
VILLEROY & BOCH
WETSTYLE
ZUCCHETTI

EXCLUSIVE CANADIAN DISTRIBUTOR ARTELINEA
AQUOS
GLASS DESIGN
ONSEN
OASIS
NOVELLO


